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Introduction

Let D be a subregion of a Riemann surface Ft whose relative boundary

consists of at most countable number of analytic curves which do not cluster

in F. For a regular exhaustion {Fn} of F, we put Dn- D(λ (F— Fn)> and define

the extremal radius R(P, 3Dn) of the relative boundary 3Dn of Dn> measured

at a point P(eFo) of F with respect to the connected component of F— Dn

which contains P. Let K(\z\^*r) be a disk centered at P and contained in a

parametric disk of P. And let λn,r be the extremal length of the family of

rectifiable curves which join dK and BDn. Then, the extremal radius R(P, dDn)

is defined as follows [2]

R(P, aDn)=limr*2 7 ζ λ n"\
r->0

And we put

R(P, BD)=limR(P,dDn).
n-*oa

Taking F as D, we define the extremal radius R(P, B) = lim re2πμr of the ideal
r-vθ

boundary B of F, where μr is the extremal length of the family of locally recti-

fiable curves which start from 'dK and tend to the ideal boundary B of F.

In § 1 we show that it is necessary and sufficient for F not to belong to

the class OHΌ that there exists a subregion D of F for which °°>R(P> BD)>

R(P,B).

In § 2 we consider a subregion W in place of the Riemann surface F. The

corresponding extremal radii are denoted by R'(P,BD) and R'(PyB).

Then, the existence of a subregion D of W such that oo >Rf(p, BD)>

R'(P, B) is necessary and sufficient for W not to belong to the class NOHD1]>

Received November 28, 1963.
J ) NOHΌ (SOHD) denotes the class of subregions on which there are no non-constant

harmonic functions with finite Dirichlet integral whose normal derivatives are zero (which
are zero, respectively) on the relative boundary.
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And we consider the extremal radius R'(P, dW) of the relative boundary dW

of W and the extremal radius R'(P, dW US) of the union of dW and the ideal

boundary B of W. Then, W does not belong to the class SOHΌ if and only if

R'(P, 3W)>R'(P, dWUB).

Some applications of the theorems are also showed in this section.

§ 1. A criterion for the class OHD of Riemann surfaces

In order to evaluate the extremal lengh λn.r, we consider the following

harmonic function Unj in {(F-D«) Π FΛ+, > - P.2)

Un.i = - log \zI + w«,, in a neighborhood of P, where «Λ,, is harmonic

Un,i = 0 on a D M Π F r t + t

Bn ^0 on dFn+iΓi(F-Dn).

Since the sequence {Un,i)i converges in the sense of Dirichlet norm3), it con-

verges uniformly to a limit function Un on every compact set in F ~ D n . The

extremal length λn,i,r of the family of curves which join dK and "dDnP\Fnγi

decreases monotonely when i increases. So,

But, denoting by Un,i,r a harmonic function in (F-Dn)ft Fn+i-K which is

zero on dDn Π Fn+/, equals - logr on dKt and whose normal derivative is zero on

dogr)2

and

where Un, r = lim Un, i, r>

Hence

- u
~TΛ7~TT \~"

U\Un>r)

2> When {(F—£)») ΠFw+, } is not connected, we take a connected component which
contains P.

3> lim/) (Un,i+p-Un,i)^0. (cf. Strebel [2] p. 8).
t->co
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While,

n, r)

where un = lim un, i. We conclude that

And by our definition R(P, BΌ) =lim/?(P, dDn).

Using this extremal radius we get the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. A Riemann surface F does not belong to the class OHD if and

only if there exists a subregion D of F such that

oo >R(P)BD)>R(P,B).

For the proof of the theorem, we prove the following lemma.

LEMMA. If the double D of D is not of the class OOi the limit function

UBD = limUn] is not constantly infinite.

Proof of the lemma. By adding to D a suitable relatively compact sub-

region Δ which contains P, we build up a (connected) subregion D' = D U J

whose double D1 is not of the class OG- The extremal length of the family of

curves in D1 which start from BKΌ (3K)~ (OK)~ is a symmetric image of 9/Πn

Of - D') and tend to the ideal boundary of D' is finite because D'&OG. Then,

by the method of symmetrization [3], the extremal length λ'A, with respect to

D\ of the family A of curves in Df which start from dK and tend to the ideal

boundary of D' is finite. Now, we consider a family B of curves in F, each

curve of which contains a curve connecting dK and dDn for all n. Then the

family B contains the family A, so the extremal length λB of B with respect

to F is smaller than the extremal length λA of A with respect to F. And,

But,

(logr)2

D(Un.r) =

4> About these calculation, confer StrebeΓs paper ([2] p. 13).
5> According to Strebel, we call UBD "Stromungspotential".
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and

\ =lvaιλn,
n,r) n-*oo

So, Ur = Hm Un, r is not a constant, and from

\imun(0) is finite.
n-»cc

Therefore, for a sufficiently large number L,

t/ffjj = lim £/„ <; lim Un,r + L

in F—K, and this shows that Z7BD is not constantly infinite in F.

Proof of the Theorem. If F is not of the class OHn, there are two disjoint

subregions D and S neither of which is of the class SOHD. And we suppose

that the point P and its parametric disk K are contained in S.

For a regular exhaustion {Frt} of F, we construct a harmonic function vn

in Fw (Ί S6) such that

n has a positive logarithmic pole at P

n = 0 on as Π Fn

f^ = 0 on 3Fn Π S.
oft

vn tends to a limit function # = lim vn as above, and v is not constant because
n->oo

v has a logarithmic pole at P and v = 0 on 9S. Let # be Green's function of S

with a pole at P. Then, by Kuramochi's theorem (Kuramochi [1] p. 135),

v>g

because S&SOHD.

On the other hand, since D$SOHD> the double D does not belong to Oo.

So, by the lemma, there exists a non-constant limit function URΏ of Un. Now,

we prove in the following that the inequality

UBD-G>v-g

holds in S, where G is Green's function of F. Let GM,ί be Green's function of

We take a connected component of FnftS which contains P.
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(F— Dn) RFn+i w i t h a pole a t t h e point P, a n d gn+i be G r e e n ' s funct ion of

Fn+i Π S with a pole at P. We prove the above inequality in three steps.

1) Since Un,i-vn+i is harmonic in Fn+i^S and

I Un,i ~ Vn+i ^ 0 On a S Π Fn + i

—Lg— = 0 on 9 F n + ί Π S,

w e h a v e Unj — ι>n+/Ξ>0 in F r t+* Π S, especia l ly on 3F*+, ίΊ S.

2) S ince vn+i = gn+i~0 on a S Π F Λ + , ,

Un.i-vn+t^o on aF«+, n s .

So, we have

Un,t-Gn,i- (Vn+i~gn+i)^θ OΏ diSΠFn + i).

Hence,

ίΛffi-GΛi, -(ι;Λ +ι-^Λ+ ) > 0 in SnF»+, .

3) Here, let t tend to °°, then

Un-Gn^v-g in S.

Since this inequality is valid for all n, we have

UBD-G^v-g>0 in S.

And

UBΏ-G^0 in F

from the start. Consequently,

UBD-G>0 in F.

But, if we put « = lim lim #rtf , , then UBD= -\ogr-\-u in the neighborhood

of P, and R(P, BD) = β*(0). And

, B) = ^ ( 0 ),

where G= -logr+fe in the neighborhood of P. Therefore,

#(P, BD)>R(P, B).

And R(P,BD)<°° from the lemma.
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Conversely, we suppose that there exists a subregion D such that °o >

R(P, BD)> R(P, B). Then, UhΌ — G is a non-constant harmonic function with

finite Dirichlet integral. And F does not belong to OHD-

Namely, if UBD-G is a constant, DF-\z\<r{UBD) =DF-\z\<r(G). And since

D(Ur-UBD) = o(l) and D(G-Gr)=o(l)

we have D(Ur) = D(Gr) + o(l). Here, Gr is a harmonic function in F-(121^r)

with boundary values logl/r on Ul = r and zero on the ideal boundary of F.

While, from R(Py BD)>R(P,B)y we have

with a positive constant <i, in F—(\z\?£r) for sufficiently small r. This is a

contradiction, because

, Λ2£KGr)~£>(E/r)
~ ( l 0 δ r ) D(Ur)D(Gr)

and D(Ur)D(Gr)~(logr)\

Remark. In the proof of Theorem 1, it is also proved that if there exist

two such subregions D and S on a Riemann surface F that D is not of the

class Oo and S is not of the class SOBD, then, the Riemann surface F is not of

the class OHD>

§ 2. Subregion

In this section we consider a subregion W, and put W =W+dW. We

choose a sequence {Wn) (exhaustion of W) of relatively compact subregions

Wn such that the relative boundary 3Wn of Wn consists of closed curves in

W9 cross-cuts ending at dW and parts of dW, and such that the intersection

of the closures {W- Wn) of {W - Wn) in W is empty. Then, the sequence

{W- Wn) defines the ideal boundary B of W. For a relatively non-compact

subregion D of W we put Dn = D ΓΊ (W- Wn)- Let ̂ »f , , r be the extremal length

of the family of curves in Wn+i — Dn which join dK and dDn Π PFn+, . Then

λn,r -\imλn,i,r is the extremal length of the family of curves in F-Dn which

join 3K and dDn and we put λr — \vn\λn,r. And let μr be the extremal distance

between dK and the ideal boundary B. By putting R(P, B) = \imre2*μr and
r->0
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R(P, BD) =limre2πλr> we have the following theorem.
r-»0

THEOREM 2. W does not belong to NOHD if and only if there exists a sub-

region D of W such that

°o>R(p,BD)>R(P,B).

Proof. If W is not of the class NOHD, the double W of W is not of the

class OHD and we can find two disjoint subregions Df and F' each of which is

symmetric and not of the class SOHD. We write Df = Dϋ D and F = FU F.

As in the proof of Theorem 1, we construct the "StromungspotentiaΓ Uf

BD

with respect to D' and a point P in W and the "StrόmungspotentiaΓ UBD(P)

with respect to D' and the symmetric point P of P. Let G'{P) and G'(P) be

Green's functions of W with the pole at P and the symmetric point P of P,

respectively. And we put

Then the normal derivatives of them along 3PF are zero. And since

U'BD(P)>G'(P) and U'BD{P) >G'(P),

we have

UBD>G.

Hence, as in Theorem 1 we have

oo>i?(p, BD)>R(Py B).

Converse is also true. If there exists a subregion D of W for which

oo >R{p,BD)>R(P, J5),

we find as the proof of Theorem 1 that UBD - G is a non-constant harmonic

function with finite Dirichlet integral whose normal derivative on 'dW is zero.

Hence, W is not of the class NOHD.

Denoting by R(P, dW) and R(P, B(W)) the extremal radii, measured

at a point P, of the relative boundary dW of W and the whole boundary

B(W) =3W+ (ideal boundary) of PF, respectively, we have the following

theorem as a direct consequence of Kuramochi's theorem.
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THEOREM 3. A subregion W is not of the class SOHΏ if and only if

R(P,dW)>R(P,B(W)).

As applications of Theorems 2 and 3 to the plane regions, we consider a

closed set E on the unit circle \z\ = 1. We set W = | 2 | < l a n d dW={\z\=l) - E.

Then, W is of the class NOHD if and only if capacity of E is zero. E is of the

class Nj) if and only if R(P, \z\ = l) = R(P,dW) because if E is of the class

ND W is of the class SOHD and vice versa.
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